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A B S T R A C T . R esults o f m oasurom ents of ilio peroontage increase in  th e  breakdow n 
l)Otential and o f electronic m obility  in  a discharge tube  filled w ith  N^, CO2 and H a, and  
oKcitod w ith  a  50-cycle.q all/oruating voltage, imdOr a  uniform  m agnetic field havo been 
reported. M easurem ents are m ade a t  different pressui'es and  under m agnetic fields inclined 
a t different angles w ith  th e  electric field.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
111 a previous communication tho author (Goswami, 1958) reporleti th a t the 
value of the breakdown potential in dry air in an elcctrodeless discharge tube, 
excited with a 50-cycles alternating voltage, is increased in a magnetic field. The 
percentage increase in the breakdown potential is doiiendofit upon the pressure, the 
strength of the magnetic field and its inclination with tho electric field. The main 
features of the observed phenomena were satisfactorily explained in the light of 
the theory presented by Deb and Goswami (1950). In  the present inveiitigation, 
results of similar measurements in oxygon, nitrogen, carbondioxide and hydrogen 
are reported and compared with those in dry air.
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E X P E R I M E N T A L
The experimental arrangement was practically identical with the ime des­
cribed in our previous communication, except th at particular attention was given 
to make the discharge system free from moisture, grease-vapour etc.
R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
The results of measurement are given in Tables I-TV from which tfieyariatipns 
of tho percentage effect and the electronic mobility with pressure for different 
Ytilues of the magnetic field a t different inclinations can be obtained. The varia­
tions, with pressure, of the percentage effect are also graphically represented for 
only two values of the magnetic field for each of the gases in figures l=-r8and of the 
electronic mobility in figures 9-^12.'  ^ ,
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F ig . 1.
F ig . 3. F ig . 4.
A comparison of the results with those for dry air reported previously 
(Goswami, 1958) allows th at the variations in both cases are similar. Table I-IV.
F '— V
I t  may be seen th a t the curves representing the variation of —yr-^  with
pressure as also of the electronic mobility with pressure have trends more oi- less 
similar to rectangular hyperbolas. I t  is interesting to note th a t this result is 
in agreement with the"'theory.
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Fig. 5.
We
Fig, 7. 
have seen th a t
Fig, 8.
HeX
mvc
X 10® cm®/volt. sec
aiul i ^ l ^ O = l - O O B ,
... (1)
... (2) 
. . .  (8)
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Fig. 12.
At oonstaiit temperature. A oc -  , it follows from (1), (2) and (3) that under 
- P
the present experimental conditions for a given H, both ^0  and are constant.
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